I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

Reconstructing a 3D volume from misaligned and motion corrupted 2D images is a challenging task. The process involves labor intensive pre-processing steps, such as manual landmark matching, exhibiting both inter and intra-observer variance. Pre-processing is a necessary step to achieve acceptable input for intensity-based pose optimization for a volume reconstruction process. Optimization facilitates alignment and combination of intensity data from multiple image sources into a common co-ordinate system.

Image registration is also required for applications such as atlas-based segmentation [@ref1], tracking [@ref2], image fusion from multiple modalities [@ref3] and clinical analysis of images visualized in an anatomical standard co-ordinate system [@ref4]. All of these applications suffer from poor initialization of automatic registration methods, which must be alleviated by manual pre-processing.

For the 2D/3D case, two distinct registration strategies can be categorized as volume-to-slice and slice-to-volume techniques. The former is concerned with aligning a volume to a given image, e.g., aligning an intra-operative C-Arm X-Ray image to a pre-operative volumetric scan. In contrast, the latter is concerned with aligning multiple misaligned 2D slices into a unique co-ordinate system of a reference volume. A recent review of slice-to-volume registration techniques is given in [@ref5].

Arbitrary subject motion can invalidate slice alignment assumptions that are based on the scanner co-ordinate system, and manual intervention may be necessary. Manual correction of slice-to-volume registration often becomes unfeasible in practice due to the magnitude of image data involved. Manual volume-to-slice registration is often easier to achieve, since manual alignment of one or a few 3D volumes to a single 2D slice or projection is less time consuming than manual alignment of hundreds of individual slices into a common co-ordinate system. Landmark-based techniques can help to automate this process, but this approach is heavily dependent on detection accuracy and robustness of the calculated homography between locations and the descriptive power of the used landmark encoding. 2D slices also do not provide the required 3D information to establish robust landmark matching, therefore this technique cannot be used on applications such as motion compensation in fetal imaging. For slice-to-volume registration, methods such as [@ref6]--[@ref7][@ref8][@ref9][@ref10][@ref11][@ref12] are effective in cases where a coarsely aligned initialization of the 3D volume is provided to initialize the reconstruction process. This initial 3D reference volume is used as a 2D/3D registration target to seed the iterative estimation of the slice orientation and intensity data combination. Reasonably good initial coarse alignment of 2D image slices is critical to form the seed reference volume.

Traditional intensity-based slice-to-volume reconstruction methods [@ref8], [@ref10] involve solving the inverse problem of super-resolution from slice acquisitions [@ref13], shown in [Eq. 1](#deqn1){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Alternatively, various optimization methods [@ref8], [@ref10], [@ref11] have been applied to obtain a good approximation of the true volume $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. These are typically two step iterative methods, consisting of Slice-to-Volume Registration (SVR) and Super Resolution (SR). In each iteration, each slice is registered to a target volume, followed by super resolution reconstruction. The output volume is therefore used as a registration target for the next iteration. Hence, a good initial alignment is crucial. If any slice cannot be registered, it is discarded and not further utilized for reconstruction.

The optimization methods employed in this domain typically do not guarantee a globally optimal registration solution from arbitrarily seeded slice alignment. The function that maps each 2D slice to its correct anatomical position in 3D space may be subject to local minima and the requirement for small initial misalignment typically improves result quality. Previous work have attempted to make this optimization robust by introducing appropriate objective functions and outlier rejection strategies based on robust statistics [@ref8], [@ref10]. Despite these efforts, good reconstruction quality still depends on having good initial alignment of adjacent and intersecting slices.

The robustness of (semi-)automatic 2D/3D registration methods is characterized by their capture range, which is the maximum transformation misalignment from which a method can recover good spatial alignment. When the data available is limited, as common for the 2D/3D case, this task becomes very challenging.

We provide a solution for the 2D/3D capture range problem, which is applicable to many medical imaging scenarios and can be used with any registration method. We demonstrate the capabilities of the method in the current work using in-utero fetal MRI data as a working example. During gestation, high-quality and high-resolution stacks of slices can be acquired through fast scanning techniques such as Single Shot Fast Spin Echo (ssFSE) [@ref7]. Slices can be obtained in a fraction of a second, thus freezing in-plane motion. Random motion (e.g., a fetus that is awake and active during a scan) or oscillatory motion (e.g., maternal breathing), is likely to cause adjacent slices to become incoherent and corrupt a 3D scan volume. State-of-the-art slice-to-volume registration methods [@ref10]--[@ref11][@ref12] are able to compensate for this motion and to reconstruct a consistent volume from overlapping motion-corrupted orthogonal stacks of 2D slices. These methods tend to fail for volumes with large initial misalignment between the 2D input slices. Thus, SVR works best for neonates and older fetuses who have less space to move. However, for early diagnostics, detailed anatomical reconstructions are required from an early age (younger than 25 weeks).

A.. Related Work {#sec1a}
----------------

### 1). 2D/3D Registration: {#sec1a1}

Image registration methods that can compensate for large initial alignment offsets usually require robust automatic or manual anatomical landmark detection [@ref14]--[@ref15][@ref16] with subsequent 3D location matching. This often relies on the use of fiducial markers [@ref16]--[@ref17][@ref18][@ref19] involving special equipment and/or invasive procedures. Manual annotation of landmarks by a domain expert is the current clinical practice to initialize automatic image registration [@ref16]. Fully automatic methods are difficult to integrate into the clinical workflow because of their limited reliability, complex nature, long computation times, susceptibility to error and lack of generalization.

Miao *et al.* [@ref2] use Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to automatically estimate the spatial arrangement of landmarks in projection images. Their method utilizes a CNN to regress transformation residuals, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. To address inaccurate transformation mappings caused by direct regression of transformation parameters, Miao *et al.* train their CNN using Pose-index features (landmarks) extracted from source and target image pairs and learn their $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. The method requires a robust landmark detection algorithm, which is domain and scanner specific and the detection quality degrades for motion-corrupted data.

Similarly, Simonovsky *et al.* [@ref20] use CNNs to perform 2D to 3D registration between a target 2D slice and a source 3D reference volume. Instead of regressing on transformation residuals, the authors regress to a scalar that estimates the dissimilarity between two image patches, and leverage the error from back-propagation to update the transformation parameters. To this end, all operations can be efficiently computed on a GPU for high throughput.

Pei *et al.* [@ref21] trained CNNs to regress the transformation parameters for 2D to 3D registration. Their regression is performed directly on image slices without feature extraction. The input to the network are pairs of target 2D X-ray images with synthetic DRR source images that are generated from a Cone-Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) volume. Each image pair is augmented with varying levels of anisotropic diffusion. Iterative updates of the CNN yield new transformation parameters to generate new DRR images until similarly to the target X-Ray converges.

### 2). Motion Compensation: {#sec1a2}

Fetal brain MRI is a field requiring motion compensation to gain diagnostically useful 3D volumes. Most algorithms use general 2D to 3D registration methods via gradient descent optimization over an intensity based cost function, in conjunction with a Super Resolution step to recreate the output volume.

The earliest framework for fetal MRI reconstruction was developed by Rousseau *et al.* [@ref6]. It introduced steps for motion correction and 3D volume reconstruction via Scattered Data Interpolation (SDI). For slice registration, Rousseau used a gradient ascent method to maximize the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI). This was improved by Jiang *et al.* [@ref7] who proposed to use Cross Correlation (CC) as the cost function to optimize. Jiang also proposed to over-sample the Region of Interest (RoI) with thin slices to ensure sufficient sampling. Gholipour *et al.* [@ref8] integrated the mathematical model of Super Resolution in [Eq. 1](#deqn1){ref-type="disp-formula"} into the slice-to-volume reconstruction pipeline and introduced outlier rejection. This was further improved by Kuklisova-Murgasova *et al.* [@ref10] adding intensity matching and bias correction, as well as an EM-based model for outlier detection.

The 2D/3D registration methods, by [@ref2], [@ref20], and [@ref21], use CNNs to compute the unknown transformation of a given 2D slice with respect to a reference 3D volume while [@ref6]--[@ref7][@ref8], [@ref10], [@ref11], [@ref22], [@ref23] use general registration algorithms to register slices to an initial 3D target. In both cases, a motion free reference/initial volume is required for successful 2D/3D registration, which is not guaranteed to be obtainable from a clinical scan due to unpredictable subject motion.

Kim *et al.* [@ref9] proposed to perform slice-to-volume registration by minimizing the energy of weighted Mean Square Difference (wMSD) of all slice intersection intensity profiles. This method does not require an initial target registration volume nor intermediate 3D reconstructions. The authors were able to "recover motion up to 15 mm of translation and 30° of rotation for individual slices".

Our method also estimates slice motion without the need for volume reconstruction. However, we focus on tackling the problem of a reasonable initial slice alignment in 3D canonical space, which is not guaranteed in real scan scenarios. This goal is related to the natural image processing work of Kendall *et al.* [@ref24] who proposed PoseNet, which regresses 6-DoF camera poses from single RGB images. PoseNet is trained from RGB images taken from a particular scene, e.g., on an outdoor street or in a corridor. The CNN is then used to infer localization within the learned 3D space. Expanding on this idea, for a given 2D image slice, we would like to infer pose, relative to a 3D atlas space, without knowing any initial information besides the image intensities.

Hou *et al.* [@ref25] demonstrated the potential of CNNs for tackling the volume initialization problem for slice-to-volume 3D image reconstruction. The network architecture in [@ref25] showed promising results, initializing scan slices for fetal brain in-utero volume reconstruction and for pose estimation of DRR scan images. However, it does not provide means for estimating incorrect predictions and outlier rejection. Failing to account for grossly misaligned slices, that constitute outlying samples, hinders reconstruction performance and may result in volume reconstruction failure. We extend [@ref25] by rigorous evaluation of several network architectures and introduce Monte Carlo Dropout [@ref26] for the purpose of establishing a prediction confidence metric.

B.. Contributions {#sec1b}
-----------------

In this paper, we introduce a learning based approach that automatically learns the slice transform model of arbitrarily sampled slices relative to a canonical co-ordinate system (i.e., our approach learns the mapping function that maps each slice to a volumetric atlas). This is achieved using only the intensity information encoded in the slice without relying on image transformations in scanner co-ordinates. Our CNN predicts 3D rigid transformations, which are elements of a Special Euclidean group SE(3). Predicting canonical orientations for each slice in a collection of 3D stacks covering a RoI provides an accurate initialization for subsequent automatic 3D reconstruction and registration refinement using intensity-based optimization methods. Recent statistical analysis and metrics [@ref27], specific to Lie groups, are incorporated to give a more accurate measure of the misalignment between a predicted slice and the corresponding ground truth. This is combined with traditional image similarity metrics such as Cross Correlation and Structural Similarity.

We report quantitative comparisons, evaluating the predictive performance of several CNN architectures with real and synthetic 2D slices that are corrupted with extreme motion. Synthetic slices, with known ground truth locations, are extracted from 3D MRI fetal brain volumes of approximately 20 weeks Gestational Age (GA). We additionally evaluate the approach qualitatively on heavily motion corrupted fetal MRI where ground truth slice transformations and/or 3D volumes are not available. By providing 2D slices that are canonically aligned to initialize a subsequent reconstruction step, we can qualitatively assess the improvement our method provides for the volume reconstruction task.

We implement Monte Carlo dropout sampling during inference to consider the model's epistemic uncertainty, and provide a prediction confidence for each slice. This is used as a metric for outlier rejection (i.e., if the model is not confident about a prediction, then it can be discarded before subsequent use during 3D reconstruction).

Our approach can also be generalized to 3D-3D volumetric registration by predicting the transformation parameters of a few selected slices to be used as landmark markers. This is demonstrated in [@ref25] by predicting thorax phantom slices where no organ specific segmentation is performed. It is also applicable to projective 2D images, which is highly valuable for X-Ray/CT registration.

II.. Method {#sec2}
===========

To fully evaluate and assess the performance of 2D/3D registration via a learning based approach, we incorporated it into a full 3D reconstruction pipeline as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. This features three modular components: (*1*) approximate organ localization, (*2*) canonical slice orientation estimation, and (*3*) intensity-based 3D volume reconstruction. Organ localization (*1*) is concerned with localization of a learned RoI. This can be achieved through rough manual segmentation, organ focused scan sequences or automatic methods [@ref30]--[@ref31][@ref32]. Fig. 1.Pipeline to reconstruct volume from stacks of heavily motion corrupted scans. N.B. this is only used for test cases. (I) N4 Bias Correction is performed directly on the raw scan volume (II) [@ref28], [@ref29] is used for Approximate Organ Localization to create segmentation masks for desired RoI. (III) The bias corrected volume is masked. (IV) The volume is intensity rescaled to 0 255 to match SVRnet training parameters. (V) Each slice within the volume is cropped and centered positioned on a slice for SVRnet inference. (VI) Each slice is inferred through SVRnet to obtain prediction of atlas space location. (VII) OPTIONAL: Use predicted transformations, with original or inference slice, to initialize traditional SVR algorithm(s) for further registration refinement.

For 3D volume reconstruction (*3*) we use a modified iterative SVR method [@ref11], incorporating super-resolution image reconstruction techniques [@ref11]--[@ref12][@ref13]. This additionally allows for compensation of any remaining small misalignments between single slices, caused by prediction inaccuracies. To provide a sufficiently high number of samples for SVR, multiple stacks of 2D-slices are acquired, ideally in orthogonal orientations [@ref33]. We modified [@ref11]; such that instead of generating an initial reference volume from all slices oriented in scanner co-ordinates, the acquired slice orientations are replaced with predicted canonical atlas co-ordinates and the iterative intensity-based reconstruction process continues from that point. Since (*1*) and (*3*) can be achieved using state-of-the-art techniques, we focus in the remainder of this section on the canonical slice orientation estimation (*2*), specifically the learning and prediction of 3D rigid transformations using a variety of network architectures.

At its core, our method uses a CNN, called SVRnet, to regress transformation parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To train SVRnet, slices of varying orientations and their corresponding ground truth locations are obtained from existing organ atlases or from collections of motion-free 3D volumes, e.g., pre-interventional scans or successfully (partially manually) motion compensated subjects.

A.. Rigid Body Transformation Parameterization {#sec2a}
----------------------------------------------

The motion of a rigid body in 3D has six Degrees of Freedom (6 DoF). One common parameterization for this motion defines three parameters for translation ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. (c) Anchor Point slice parameterization in 3D Space. (d-j) Transformations in 6 DoF.

Automatic segmentation methods, such as [@ref28], [@ref29], and [@ref34], define the RoI on a slice by slice basis throughout the 3D volume. The desired RoI (e.g., segmented brain) is masked and center aligned within $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. Similar to [@ref2], we additionally reduce the number of slices required to create training and validation data sets by simplifying the sample space such that it is constrained by the parameters: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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B.. Data Pre-Processing {#sec2b}
-----------------------

During scan-time, image intensity ranges are influenced by RoI structure and/or set by the radiologists based on visual appeal for diagnostic purposes. This causes each scanned volume to be biased differently with an intensity range that varies from scan to scan.

Pre-processing image intensities, via Min-Max normalization or Z-score normalization, is typically a necessary step when training CNNs. The process helps to keep image features on a common scale and keep similar features across different images consistent. Z-score normalization scales all volumes to zero mean with a standard deviation of one, and is a common pre-processing step for K-Nearest Neighbor based techniques and clustering algorithms. Alternatively, a quicker approximation can be made by performing Min-Max normalization. Intensity normalization of the pixels, as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, is performed after the RoI is masked.
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\end{document}$ from 3D motion corrected and segmented fetal brain volumes that are registered to a canonical atlas space. [Fig. 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of slices, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. SVR [@ref11] is performed on raw scan volumes with a mask applied on fetal brain as the desired RoI. These volumes featured little fetal and maternal motion, and hence, reconstruction were successful. 3D reconstructions are intensity rescaled to 0--255 with an isotropic spacing of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For inference on raw scan data, raw volumes are N4 bias corrected first ([Fig. 1(I)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This ensures that intensities in regions affected by small magnetic field inhomogeneities are corrected. After RoI localization ([Fig. 1(II)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) the volume is masked ([Fig. 1(III)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and intensity normalized to 0--255 ([Fig. 1(IV)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To predict the transformation parameters with SVRnet, each slice in the 3D volume is individually scaled back to isotropic spacing with the masked RoI centerd within $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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C.. Generating Training and Validation Data {#sec2c}
-------------------------------------------

To create a comprehensive training and validation set, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ encloses a brain atlas that is center-aligned (i.e., the origin is at the center of the brain) and which is isotropic and intensity normalized between 0 -- 255. This is shown in [Fig. 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

Since the transformation parameters are constrained to vary only $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, we rotate the sampling plane through each axis with multiple offsets, accounting for varying $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. The identity plane, which lies flat on the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ (represented by the red central axis in [Fig. 2(a-b)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The ground truth transformation defines the transformation of the identity plane to its new and final location in 3D space.

A straightforward method is to iterate the rotation through Euler angles, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. However, this does not give a balanced training slice distribution as shown in [Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. In this figure, each point represents the normal vector of the sampling planes from the origin (red arrow in [Fig. 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Another sampling approach uses polar co-ordinates, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. Uniform sampling of polar co-ordinates causes an imbalance of samples, with a higher density of samples near the poles ([Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). A better compromise is to use Fibonacci Sphere Sampling [@ref35], where each normal has roughly the same degree of separation as its neighbors ([Fig. 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The sampling normals are calculated using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. We evaluate the impact of these training data sampling schemes in [Sect. IV](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Fig. 3.Slice plane normals w.r.t the origin via different generation methods. The vector from the origin to each point cross through each slice origin. Note that it is not possible to visualize in plane rotation in this visualization

The rotation here is defined by the rotation required to transform a 3D vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is the target sampling normal. However, this does not account for any in-plane rotation, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the validation set, slices are generated with the polar co-ordinates method using random normals and random in-plane rotation angles that are within the bounds of the training set. This is to simulate continuous motion, as test slices will not lie on a discrete training sampling interval, as shown in [Fig. 3d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

We constrain the shift along the normal, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, such that it encloses approximately the central 70% of the volume and the range of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. Edge cases are not beneficial to the training set, they contain little or no content. An edge slice can be ambiguous, its precise location cannot be determined without extra information even for a trained medical expert. Ambiguous samples of this nature can introduce adverse effects when training a CNN. Missing information from edge case slices can be recovered with intersecting orthogonal slices for eventual 3D reconstruction.

D.. Loss Functions and Ground Truth Labels {#sec2d}
------------------------------------------

The most commonly used loss functions for regression problems are Euclidean norms [@ref36], [@ref37]: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. However, they may not be suitable when the regression target variables lie on a manifold that is non-Euclidean. For our proposed method, the slices are being transformed rigidly in 3D space, parameterization of each slice therefore lies within the bounds of the SE(3) Lie Group. This includes both; a rotation as well as a translation component. There are numerous ways of representing this transformation, such as for rotation; Euler angles, quaternions, rotation matrices, etc.

To address the aforementioned challenge, Kendall *et al.* [@ref24] proposed the PoseNet loss as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$ which is used to regress the pose of a camera in 6 DoF. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ are the predicted Cartesian translation and quaternion rotation parameters, whilst $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ are the respective ground truth values. This loss function combines the Euclidean distance of translational loss with a weighted Euclidean distance of the rotation loss. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is a tuning parameter that is used to determine the contribution between the losses, by normalizing numbers with different scales. Quaternions can represent a rotation by using four numbers between +1 and −1, however Cartesian 3 DoF co-ordinates span from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. This causes an imbalance for combined optimization and requires manual correction through $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Xu *et al.* [@ref38] have proposed a framework based on separating loss functions that has an advantage of alleviating over-fitting. The fully connected layer of the network is split into several branches, where each branch is terminated with a separate loss function. Instead of manually tuning the contribution of discrete components in a combined loss function, the network incorporates the tuning parameter within the connection weights. As a result, the network is able to learn from multiple representations of the ground truth labels, for instance, Euler-Cartesian parameters (3 for rotation and 3 for translation) and Quaternion-Cartesian parameters (4 for rotation and 3 for translation).

We introduce a novel labelling system where the rotation and translation components of the labels are combined together. Any three non co-linear points in a 3D Euclidean space form a plane, while their order defines the orientation. We therefore call them Anchor Points (see [Fig. 2(a-c)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Three Anchor Points can be defined anywhere on an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, as long as they are not identical or co-linear and the relative in-pane locations are consistent throughout all slices in the data set. For simplicity, we defined $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ on the Identity plane. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows Anchor Points being marked on multiple slices, and [Fig. 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the Anchor Point on one particular slice. Anchor Points and the identity sampling plane are both transformed to their destined location using the same transform parameter set. Consequently, Anchor Point labels consists of 9 parameters: ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$). As each point is Cartesian, the optimization is balanced and it can be calculated with the standard L2-norm loss function. Incorporating the multi-loss framework [@ref38], the losses for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ are calculated independently. The combined loss for SVRnet can therefore be written as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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E.. Network Architecture and Uncertainties {#sec2e}
------------------------------------------

Towards making appropriate network architecture choices for SVRnet, we explore several state-of-the-art networks: CaffeNet [@ref39], GoogLeNet [@ref40], Inception [@ref41], NIN [@ref42], ResNet [@ref43] and VGGNet [@ref44]. SVRnet takes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ as inputs whilst computing the loss in [Eq. 3](#deqn3){ref-type="disp-formula"} of various labelling methods. In [Sect. IV](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} we evaluate each architecture on the regression performance of the previously proposed Anchor Point labels.

A common strategy during the training of such large, state-of-the-art networks involve the use of dropout [@ref45]. This entails muting components of the true signal, provided to individual neurons. The technique essentially provides a form of model averaging. Dropout constitutes a well-understood regularization technique to reduce over-fitting. As a result of dropout, neurons have the ability to produce different outputs upon successive activations. During inference, dropout is usually disabled such that network consistency is not undermined. Regression networks are therefore commonly deterministic models at inference time and do not allow for the modelling of uncertainty. Implementing fully probabilistic models that account for uncertainty in both [(1)](#deqn1){ref-type="disp-formula"} the data and [(2)](#deqn2){ref-type="disp-formula"} the model parameters (Aleatoric, Epistemic uncertainties respectively [@ref46]) may introduce high computational cost [@ref47].

Gal and Ghahramani [@ref26] recently showed that dropout layers in Neural Networks can be interpreted as a Bayesian approximation to probabilistic models, and can be implemented by applying a dropout before every weight layer. This is shown to be mathematically equivalent, as it approximately integrates over the models weights. Gal and Ghahramani [@ref48] further show that, for the same input, performing multiple predictions during test time with dropout and taking a mean of the predictions improves result for CNN based networks. This process of performing multiple predictions from the same input by using dropout layers is called Monte Carlo Dropout sampling, which also provides model uncertainty for the given input data.

Using this technique, our experimental work in [Section IV-E](#sec4e){ref-type="sec"} focuses on taking epistemic uncertainty into consideration in order to gauge alignment prediction confidence in real-world test cases. Slice alignment requires high precision, and we investigate the idea that a measure of prediction confidence is important to aid reconstruction quality.

Network prediction confidence is also used as a metric to screen out corrupted slices, i.e., regions of the image with signal dropouts or intensity bleeding from amniotic fluid. Our data predominately show's signal dropout artefacts but network prediction confidence can be used to reject any kind of image corruption. An obscured image slice would result in a prediction with low confidence. Slices with low confidence can be discarded and not further used for subsequent 3D reconstruction.

F.. Metrics on Non-Euclidean Manifolds {#sec2f}
--------------------------------------

Computing the mean prediction of the Monte Carlo Dropout samples requires an accurate method of averaging the network output, which, in our case, is a rigid transformation. Rigid transformations do not lie on the Euclidean manifold, but constitutes of a smooth manifold where an intrinsic mean and corresponding variance can be computed [@ref49]. This is more commonly regarded as the Special Euclidean group SE(3).
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\end{document}$ on this manifold. A Gauss-Newton iterative algorithm on rigid transformations is used to compute such a mean, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ are the exponential and logarithmic mappings from identity as defined by the left-invariant Riemannian metric, and ° is the group composition operator. Once the mean is computed, the corresponding variance is straightforward to compute as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. [@ref50] provides a detailed overview for these notions and algorithms.

G.. Transformation Recovery {#sec2g}
---------------------------

We transform the predicted Anchor Point positions, Euler-Cartesian and Quaternion-Cartesian parameters to a rotation matrix and Cartesian offset. We then transform the corresponding slice to its inferred location in 3D space. However, the network may introduce a prediction error, which will likely cause the Anchor Points to deviate from a perfect isosceles triangle formation. To overcome this problem, we assume: •$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ defines the Cartesian offset of the slice, i.e., the center point of the slice in world space.•The vector joining points $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ aligns with the bottom edge of the slice (this defines the in-plane rotation).•The Anchor Points together define the plane, which contains the slice. It is used to calculate the rotation matrix to reorient the slice (see [Fig. 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).
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\end{document}$. For the orientation. We calculate three orthogonal vectors that defines the new co-ordinate system. Concatenating these vectors gives the rotation matrix, which transforms an identity plane to the newly predicted orientation. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ (represented by blue arrows in [Fig. 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is important to note that Anchor Points are unable to coincide with one another, by definition. Each anchor point is regressed using an independent fully connected network layer and, as such, two (or more) Anchor Points may only coincide if their fully connected layer weights would be identical. Layer weights are randomly initialised and will deviate from each other during training due to the pre-defined, non-identical, training sample target locations. It is possible that two Anchor Points are predicted in close proximity in rare error cases. Cases of this type are identified by checking the constraint that Anchor Points must adhere to a minimum distance from one another.

H.. Slice to Volume Reconstruction {#sec2h}
----------------------------------

We use a modified version of [@ref11] to perform Slice to Volume Reconstruction on the individual $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. Instead of using a pre-existing volume as the initial registration target we create an initial registration target volume from all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ that are utilized for inference are also used for reconstruction. This allows us to verify whether or not the original volume $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ for the training and validation data sets. In [Sect. IV](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} we employ image quality metrics to assess the prediction performance by examining the original and reconstructed volumes.

For test cases, intensity rescaled $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ are used for slice-to-volume reconstruction. The intensity rescaled image is only required for SVRnet prediction, during which, the top 1% and bottom 1% of the intensity distribution is also pruned to ensure the distribution is not skewed by outliers. Quantizing from 16bit to 8bit reduces the Signal to Noise Power Ratio (SNR) from 96dB to 48dB. 48dB SNR (calculated by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$) is still sufficient for accurate identification of important image features through SVRnet.

III.. Implementation {#sec3}
====================

All network architectures were implemented using the Caffe [@ref39] library on an Intel i7 6700K CPU with Nvidia Titan X Pascal GPU. All fetal subject data were provided by the iFIND project [@ref51]. Scans were performed on a Philips Achieva 1.5T at St Thomas Hospital, London, with the mother lying 20° tilt on the left side to avoid pressure on the inferior vena cava or on her back depending on her comfort. For each subject, multiple Single Shot Fast Spin Echo (SSFSE) images were acquired with in-plane resolution of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ mm and slice thickness of 2.50 mm. The gestational age of the fetuses at the time of scans was between 21 to 27 weeks (mean=24, stdev=1). All slices are of size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$). Six separate data sets were generated to cover combinations of slice generation and label representations. Three data sets were generated via the Euler angle iteration, with the remaining three generated using the Fibonacci Sphere Sampling method. Of each slice generation method, there is a data set for Euler-Cartesian labels, Quaternion-Cartesian labels and Anchor Point labels.

For the Euler generation method, angles are iterated through 18° intervals from −90° to +90°, which gives 10 sampling intervals for each axis. 40 slices are taken in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ in 2 mm intervals. This samples approximately the middle 66% of the volume. In total, the Euler iteration method generates 2.24M images for this training set.

For the Fibonacci Sphere Sampling method, 300 sampling normals were chosen. This gives approximately 8° separation between every normal. An additional 10 images, between 0° and 180° with 18° interval, were generated at each normal to account for in-plane rotation. Slices are also taken between −40 and +40 in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ with 4 mm interval. This generates in total 3.36M images for this training set.

The validation slices are generated in similar fashion, except that they are sampled at random intervals within the bounds of the training set to model random subject motion.

We implemented [@ref27] in Python for mean, variance and geodesic distance computations on SE(3) groups of rigid transformations.

IV.. Experimentation and Evaluation {#sec4}
===================================

A.. Evaluation Metrics {#sec4a}
----------------------

A naïve progress check involves monitoring training and validation losses to ensure that the network is generalizing. To examine a slice in detail, we present the network with a 2D image slice $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. Using the parameters obtained from the network during inference, we extract a new slice from the same $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. Comparison is performed via several standard image similarity metrics, outlined in this section.

We utilize standard image processing metrics; Cross Correlation (CC), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Structural Similarity (SSIM). As these metrics do not definitively assess slice location in 3D space, we included Euclidean Distance Error (average distance between the predicted and ground truth Anchor Points) as well as Geodesic Distance Error (a unitless metric between two SE(3) poses).

CC measures the similarity between two series (or images) as a function of the displacement of one relative to the other. This searches for features that are similar in both images by examining the pixel intensities $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$

PSNR (based on the MSE metric) is a ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation. This is the delta-error that is estimated by the network during regression and defined as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$

SSIM attempts to improve upon PSNR and MSE, and uses a combination luminance, contrast and structure to assess the image quality. Metrics such as MSE can give a wide variety of degraded quality images with drastically different perceptual quality, which is an undesirable trait. It is defined as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The average Euclidean Distance error, which is defined as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$ is the average Euclidean Distance of all three Anchor Points, and provides an error estimation in mm.

The geodesic distance on the prediction manifold provides an intrinsic distance measure of how far the predicted rigid transformation is from the ground truth transformation. If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ uses the same notion as described in [Sect. II-E](#sec2e){ref-type="sec"}.

B.. Network Architecture Performance {#sec4b}
------------------------------------

The six network-bases, described in [Sect. II-E](#sec2e){ref-type="sec"}, were explored to examine if their architectures affect the regression accuracy for this task, and if so, which architecture gives the best performance-to-training-time ratio. All networks were trained using Caffe with the Adam optimizer, max iteration of 200000, batch size of 64, learning rate of 0.0001, momentum of 0.9, and a learning rate decay of 10% every 20000 iterations. The exception was the ResNet architecture that utilized a lower batch size of 32, due to available GPU memory.

Each network is trained with the data set generated by the Euler angle iteration method with Anchor Point labels. [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the training and testing loss during the training process, where each curve represents the loss of each Anchor Point. [Table II](#table2){ref-type="table"} shows the number of parameters within each network and the training time for 200000 iterations.TABLE IIParameter Count and Training Duration for Different Network ArchitecturesNetworkNumber of ParametersTraining TimeCaffeNet326394491 hr 40 minsGoogLeNet102533075 hrs 55 minsInception v44278300121 hrs 20 minsNIN625739516 hrs 30 minsResNet6656668125 hrs 40 minsVGGNet6915938512hrs Fig. 4.Loss graphs of Training (rows 1, 3) and validation (rows 2, 4) of the six network architectures used for Anchor Point predictions.

We analyze the performance of each network using predefined image similarity metrics, as well as geodesic and Euclidean distances between the predicted and ground truth locations. By comparison to the ground truth, obvious incorrect slice predictions are first discarded (e.g., a slice that is predicted outside the volume). Incorrect slice predictions are defined as possessing a geodesic distance that is more than three scaled Median Absolute Deviations (MAD) from the median. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$.

[Table I](#table1){ref-type="table"} shows the average error of 1000 random validation slices that were selected from each of the five test subjects. It can be seen that VGGNet attained the smallest geodesic distance error, as well as best correlation and MSE. This is closely followed by GoogLeNet, which managed to attain the smallest PSNR, SSIM and Average Euclidean Distance error (shows the average prediction error of a single Anchor Point to the corresponding ground truth location). NIN is the worst performing network with much greater errors. For efficiency, GoogLeNet is the ideal choice, as it can attain almost just as good performance as VGGNet in half the training time. If accuracy is of lower importance, CaffeNet may also be used. ResNet, Inception and NIN however take much longer to train and perform worse compared to VGGNet. [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows some examples of predictions made by the network.TABLE ITable Showing the Mean Error and Standard Deviation of Each Evaluation MetricCCMSEPSNRSSIMAvg E.D. Error (mm)Avg G.D. Error$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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C.. Image Normalization {#sec4c}
-----------------------

The image analysis literature has emphasized the importance of intensity normalization in many domains and it is widely accepted that appropriate normalization is often critical when employing learning based approaches. In this section we report on empirical exploration of the various alternative image normalization strategies considered. Our first experiment involved testing the performance and the effect of Z-score normalization. Slices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ in this data set were generated via the Euler Iterator with Anchor Point labels. Before slice extraction from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, each brain volume was Z-score normalized with a mask (i.e., background pixels are not included). The network was trained with the same parameters as defined in [Sect. III](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}, running for a maximum of 280K iterations.

[Fig. 6a](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the validation loss during training. The periodicity of the graph indicates over-fitting as it cycles through each subject in the validation database during training. The loss is also slightly higher compared to GoogLeNet trained on the intensity rescaled database as seen in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 6.Validation loss on a network trained via Euler Angle Seed and Anchor Point Loss on (a) Z-Score normalized data and (b) histogram matched data.

A second normalization experiment alternatively involved taking each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ generation) matching the intensity profile to a fetal atlas [@ref4]. The same procedure was also applied to validation volumes. Slices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ in this data set were also generated via the Euler Iterator with Anchor Point labels. The network is trained for 200K iterations and all other parameters are kept consistent with the previous experimental setup as defined in [Sect. III](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}.

[Fig. 6b](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the validation loss for this experiment. It can be seen that the validation loss is lower than that of the Z-score normalization strategy, but higher than that of intensity rescaling. A periodic nature can still be identified, suggesting slight over-fitting.

A final experiment explores how many different $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ are needed during training for good generalization. Seven networks were trained with a batch size of 64 and increasing iterations of 40K, 80K, 120K, 160k, 200K, 240K and 280K. This ensured that every network is trained with 16 epochs, where epoch = iterations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ batch size / data set size. Slices were generated from 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 and 28 fetal volumes, where each volume yields 40K slices via Euler Iterator.

[Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows box plots of validation scores of each trained network. The left chart shows Average Euclidean distance error of each Anchor Point, where the right chart shows Geodesic distance error (see [Sect. II-F](#sec2f){ref-type="sec"}). With 16 to 20 volumes, the Average Euclidean distance error of each Anchor Point (including the quartiles) is already under 10mm. This is within the capture range of recent robust SVR algorithms discussed in [Sect. I-A](#sec1a){ref-type="sec"}. Fig. 7.Validation loss on seven networks trained with varying data set sizes. Left: Avg. Euclidean distance error, Right: Avg. Geodesic distance error.

D.. Regression Labels {#sec4d}
---------------------

We additionally look to gain an understanding of how our data sets affect performance accuracy as their construction differs, in particular, the different types of label parameterization. Here we make use of the GoogLeNet architecture due to the noted favorable accuracy-speed trade-off that the network possesses. All six data sets adopt the Multi-Loss framework [@ref38], and uses the same evaluation methodology as before. 5K slices from the validation set (1K per fetal subject) have been randomly selected and passed through the network. [Table III](#table3){ref-type="table"} shows the average errors, for each data set.TABLE IIIAverage Errors for Different Fetal Data SetsCCMSEPSNRSSIMG.E.Anchor Point0.8378935.019.35640.584515.7504Eul-Cart0.81481077.818.52540.53718.749Quat-Cart0.81991046.418.65090.544818.1708Euler Angle GenerationCCMSEPSNRSSIMG.E.Anchor Point0.8379939.619.22970.578913.6885Eul-Cart0.8078111018.30340.523520.4581Quat-Cart0.81471074.118.50550.538317.7344Fibonacci Point Generation

Here in every metric, Anchor Point labels were able to yield a greater accuracy compared to Euler-Cartesian and Quaternion-Cartesian labels in all test cases. A two-tails independent T-test was conducted to examine the statistical significance as shown in [Tab. IV](#table4){ref-type="table"}. As there are 5000 samples in each data set, the DoF is regarded as infinity. The p-values for all tests are therefore infinitesimally small.TABLE IVT-Test Scores Comparing Euler-Cartesian and Quaternion-Cartesian Labels to Anchor Point LabelsCCMSEPSNRSSIMG.E.Eul-Cart10.297311.064613.851612.47058.0784Quat-Cart8.07668.823811.718810.49696.6121Euler Angle GenerationCCMSEPSNRSSIMG.E.Eul-Cart14.47114.092116.397415.24818.9279Quat-Cart11.265911.148112.502311.063912.3679Fibonacci Point Generation

E.. 3D Reconstruction {#sec4e}
---------------------

We evaluate the proposed pipeline for reconstruction of a 3D MRI fetal brain in order to assess our ability to aid common downstream tasks, that consider accurate input data alignment as a hard prerequisite. 200 synthetically motion corrupted slices are extracted from the validation set in order to initialize SVR [@ref11]. For all five fetal subjects, we calculate the PSNR between the original and reconstructed 3D volumes using; Gaussian Average and SVR Refinement, see [Table V](#table5){ref-type="table"}.TABLE VPSNR of Volumes Reconstructed From Synthetic Slices Compared to Ground Truth Validation Volumes\#1\#2\#3\#4\#5Gaussian Average17.39316.13615.11215.15515.537SVR Refinement18.93319.18418.56018.02820.531

We further test SVRnet on a case, which our clinical partners dismissed as impossible to reconstruct. Both, extensive manual and automatic reconstruction attempts have failed for this case. With no ground truth to compare to, reconstruction quality can only be validated qualitatively. [Fig. 10a, b and c](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} show the raw scan stacks, and the degree of motion corruption. Fig. 10.Reconstruction attempt of a fetal brain at approx. 20 weeks GA, from heavily motion-corrupted stacks of T2-weighted ssFSE scans. It was not possible to reconstruct this scan with a significant amount of manual effort by two of the most experienced data scientists in the field using state-of-the-art methods. (a), (b) and (c) are 3 example orthogonal input stacks, with scan plane direction in coronal, axial and sagittal respectively. The view direction is initialized to Stack0 as shown in (a). Stacks (b) and (c) are not perfectly orthogonal, as they are taken at different time points and the fetus has moved. (d) Patch to Volume Registration (PVR) [@ref12] with large patches, i.e., improved SVR, using the input stacks directly. (e) Gaussian average of all slices that are predicted and realigned to atlas space by SVRnet. (f) Reconstructed volume after 4 iterations of Slice to Volume Registration (SVR), initialized with slices predicted by SVRnet. The arrow points to an area where insufficient data has been acquired. The fetus moved in scan direction, thus slices are missing in this area necessary for an accurate reconstruction. (g) Training atlas representation of the slices in (e)-(f). Note that (d) is reconstructed in patient space whereas (e) and (f) are reconstructed in atlas space.

In a case like this, excessive motion can cause ambiguity. [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows a sequential sagittal stack of slices where the fetus has turned its head almost 90°, causing a coronal slice to be in a scan stack that is assumed sagittal. This unexpected slice does not fit in the stack, and is normally rejected by robust statistics implemented in SVR algorithms. Rejecting too many slices will cause a lack of scan data, while accepting too many slices will cause a corrupt reconstruction volume as seen in [Fig. 10d](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 10d](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows a SVR-based reconstruction attempt, using [@ref11], without SVRnet initialization. Fig. 8.Sequential scan slices from a sagittal image stack of a fetus with extreme motion, it can be observed that the fetus has rotated its head 90°, causing slice \#14 to be a coronal view. (a) \#12. (b) \#13. (c) \#14. (d) \#15. (e) \#16.

Monte Carlo dropout sampling is used for early outlier rejection. Each slice is fed through the network 100 times. The final prediction is obtained by computing the Riemannian center of mass of all predicted transformations. As we have generated slices to train SVRnet from the central portion of the fetal volume, network confidence is lower for boundary slices as shown in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of "good" and "bad" slices with their corresponding prediction variance. Fig. 9.Slice prediction confidence of four heavily motion corrupted orthogonally scanned stacks of slices. Fig. 11.Monte Carlo predictions of a unitless Geodesic distance variance metric for each slice. A higher number represents greater variance (i.e., the network is less confident). (a)-(d) represent confident predictions. (e)-(h) represent less confident predictions which are discarded for subsequent volume reconstruction.

The decision of whether or not to include a slice in subsequent reconstruction depends on the prediction confidence and the robustness of the chosen reconstruction algorithm for (*3*). Prediction confidence can be thresholded and if the reconstruction algorithm is very robust, like [@ref11], we can make multiple predictions per slice and let the reconstruction algorithm handle further outlier rejection, which allows for a greater margin of error (see [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}).

Experimentally we find, for the data sets utilized in this study, a geodesic variance of approx. 10 allows for the reliable distinction between slices useful for subsequent volume reconstruction tasks (confident network predictions) and those which may be discarded (less confident predictions).

[Fig. 11 (e) and (f)](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} are slices that suffered from signal loss. [Fig. 11 (g) and (h)](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} are edge case slices where the image plane has only minimal intersection with the brain surface. Such instances make for a high degree of ambiguity in true image plane location. Such cases also prove highly challenging for experienced practitioners without additional information.

V.. Discussion {#sec5}
==============

In this paper, we show that a learning based approach (SVRnet) is able to greatly increase the capture range for 2D/3D image registration, and can provide a robust initialization for scans with extreme inter-slice motion corruption. The accuracy of the network predictions is influenced by efficient and novel parameterization of labels and loss functions. In particular we explore the effect of utilizing parameterizations that do not lie on a Euclidean manifold. Notably, Euler- and Quaternion-Cartesian labels attain similar levels of performance yet, with a unique parameterization combined with the introduction of Anchor Points, we can further increase the attainable accuracy.

We evaluated six different architectures with fixed hyperparameter configurations, achieving satisfactory registration accuracy. We provide additional evidence towards typical cost-benefit trade offs of hyperparameter tuning. For the regression of transformation parameters hyperparameter optimization can be extremely time consuming and computationally expensive, whilst providing little improvement in prediction accuracy. Generating synthetic slices for training is very challenging due to the extensive search through a very large space of parameters (6DoF). We constrain the parameter space by leveraging the effects of the in-plane transformations, based on the center-aligned content as a result of organ localization.

SVRnet needs to be retrained for different organs, use case scenarios or modalities (e.g., MRI field strengths, T1, T2, X-Ray exposure, etc.). This can be particularly problematic without organ atlases, or existing 3D reference volumes. We have been able to obtain one addition raw 3T scan, and have found that our model, which was trained on 1.5T images, was also able to successfully predict transformation parameters for 3T images. However, further experimentation is necessary to validate the intra-modality robustness of SVRnet. Re-training/transfer learning for each new modality is advised to achieve a maximum of prediction accuracy.

SVRnet requires test images to be formatted in the same way as training, this includes identical intensity ranges, spacing and translation offset removal when pre-processing 3D volumes. Our method is not restricted with respect to the used imaging modality and scenario, as seen in [@ref25] where the network is trained on DRR images as well as whole thorax phantoms. This is valuable for 3D to 2D alignment as the whole volume can be aligned to individual 2D slices.

For the current implementation, SVRnet focuses on rigid transformations. For cases where non-rigid deformation of organs between slices is expected, Patch to Volume (PVR) Reconstruction [@ref12] can be used as final volume reconstruction step. For such cases SVRnet will still be able to predict the approximate location of individual 2D slices in canonical 3D space while PVR will handle non-rigid deformations.

SVRnet uses Euclidean Distance as the primary loss function to regress on Anchor Point labels. It is also possible to use image metrics, such as ones shortlisted in [Section IV-A](#sec4a){ref-type="sec"}, as a distance metric if the chosen metric is differentiable. However, metrics like [@ref52] are intended to be used primarily on natural and not medical images, which means that using such approaches could yield little performance gain.

Through experimentation, we find that choices related to slice generation method do not greatly affect prediction performance. In opposition to this, the parameterization strategy representing regression ground truth labels holds significant influence over result quality, as shown in [Table III](#table3){ref-type="table"}. We eventually select the Euler angle parameterization due to ease of use and the requirement of fewer training samples relative to the considered alternatives.

For cases with little motion, SVRnet may be less effective due to the training data sampling interval. For example, we iterate slice rotation in 18° steps for the Euler iterator seed, and 2mm steps in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. This step size can be intuitively interpreted as the resolution of the network. If the motion corruption that is present is smaller than this interval then the prediction error may introduce a higher slice offset than originally present in the scan. The purpose of SVRnet is not to compete against traditional SVR methods. It is used for the many cases where raw scan volumes are corrupted with motion offsets that are larger than those correctable with traditional SVR methods, where a significant amount of manual intervention would be required. As a desirable side-effect, SVRnet predicts slice orientations in canonical atlas co-ordinates, which is not the case for SVR methods.

Another issue, difficult even for human experts, is determining left-right asymmetry of a given slice without additional information. To tackle this issue, oversampling and capturing lots of slices during scan time can allow a greater margin for mis-predicted slices. Robust Statistics [@ref11] are able to reject slices predicted in the wrong hemisphere.

The proposed method can also be formulated as a classification task, where each rigid transformation can be quantized as a class. Quantizing the permutations used in our experiments would result in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ classes. With only 28 fetal examples per class, this will lead to a high class-imbalance introducing new difficulties in training. Reducing the number of classes, however, will decrease the prediction resolution.

VI.. Conclusion {#sec6}
===============

SVRnet is able to predict slice transformations relative to a canonical atlas co-ordinate system, using only the intensity information in the image. This allows motion compensation for highly motion corrupted scans, e.g., MRI scans of very young fetuses. It allows the incorporation of any images that have been acquired during examination, thus relaxing the requirement for temporal scan-plane proximity.

We have evaluated a wide range of state-of-the-art and popular network architectures to examine their performance on prediction accuracy. We found that VGGNet, in our experiments, attained the smallest regression errors. However, GoogLeNet is more efficient to train for repeating experiments. It can achieve similar results to VGGNet with half the training time, whilst occupying 85% less memory space.

Our work leverages the computational framework to do statistics on SE(3) Lie groups, performing Bayesian Inference and Monte Carlo dropout sampling on the rigid transformation predictions of the network. This approach can also be beneficial in other applications such as [@ref24], where CNNs are trained to produce output transformations that are not in Euclidean space. We have shown that by calculating geodesic distances of rigid 3D transformations on a non-Euclidean manifold provides means to assess the predicted transformation parameters more accurately. This paves the way to propagate uncertainty downstream in a pipeline that uses the network output to perform other tasks.
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